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The Definitive Guide to LTE Technology Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is the next step in the
GSM evolutionary path beyond 3G technology, and it is strongly positioned to be the dominant
global standard for 4G cellular networks. LTE also represents the first generation of cellular
networks to be based on a flat IP architecture and is designed to seamlessly support a variety
of different services, such as broadband data, voice, and multicast video. Its design
incorporates many of the key innovations of digital communication, such as MIMO (multiple
input multiple output) and OFDMA (orthogonal frequency division multiple access), that
mandate new skills to plan, build, and deploy an LTE network. In Fundamentals of LTE , four
leading experts from academia and industry explain the technical foundations of LTE in a
tutorial style—providing a comprehensive overview of the standards. Following the same
approach that made their recent Fundamentals of WiMAX successful, the authors offer a
complete framework for understanding and evaluating LTE. Topics include Cellular wireless
history and evolution: Technical advances, market drivers, and foundational networking and
communications technologies Multicarrier modulation theory and practice: OFDM system
design, peak-to-average power ratios, and SC-FDE solutions Frequency Domain Multiple
Access: OFDMA downlinks, SC-FDMA uplinks, resource allocation, and LTE-specific
implementation Multiple antenna techniques and tradeoffs: spatial diversity, interference
cancellation, spatial multiplexing, and multiuser/networked MIMO LTE standard overview: air
interface protocol, channel structure, and physical layers Downlink and uplink transport
channel processing: channel encoding, modulation mapping, Hybrid ARQ, multi-antenna
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processing, and more Physical/MAC layer procedures and scheduling: channel-aware
scheduling, closed/open-loop multi-antenna processing, and more Packet flow, radio resource,
and mobility management: RLC, PDCP, RRM, and LTE radio access network mobility/handoff
procedures
This book contains algorithms and equivalent program and also calculate complexity of
algorithms.After reading this book anybody can be in the position to find complexity.
MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions) in COMPUTER ORGANIZATION is a comprehensive
questions answers quiz book for undergraduate students. This quiz book comprises question
on COMPUTER ORGANIZATION practice questions, COMPUTER ORGANIZATION test
questions, fundamentals of COMPUTER ORGANIZATION practice questions, COMPUTER
ORGANIZATION questions for competitive examinations and practice questions for
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION certification. In addition, the book consists of Sufficient number
of COMPUTER ORGANIZATION MCQ (multiple choice questions) to understand the concepts
better. This book is essential for students preparing for various competitive examinations all
over the world. Increase your understanding of COMPUTER ORGANIZATION Concepts by
using simple multiple-choice questions that build on each other. Enhance your time-efficiency
by reading these on your smartphone or tablet during those down moments between classes
or errands. Make this a game by using the study sets to quiz yourself or a friend and reward
yourself as you improve your knowledge.
Written for advanced study in digital systems design, Roth/John’s DIGITAL SYSTEMS
DESIGN USING VHDL, 3E integrates the use of the industry-standard hardware description
language, VHDL, into the digital design process. The book begins with a valuable review of
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basic logic design concepts before introducing the fundamentals of VHDL. The book concludes
with detailed coverage of advanced VHDL topics. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Since the publication of the best-selling first edition of The Satellite Communication
Applications Handbook, the satellite communications industry has experienced explosive
growth. Satellite radio, direct-to-home satellite television, satellite telephones, and satellite
guidance for automobiles are now common and popular consumer products. Similarly,
business, government, and defense organizations now rely on satellite communications for dayto-day operations. This second edition covers all the latest advances in satellite technology
and applications including direct-to-home broadcasting, digital audio and video, and VSAT
networks. Engineers get the latest technical insights into operations, architectures, and
systems components.
New edition of a text intended primarily for the undergraduate courses on the subject which are
frequently found in electrical engineering curricula--but the concepts and techniques it covers
are also of fundamental importance in other engineering disciplines. The book is structured to
develop in parallel the methods of analysis for continuous-time and discrete-time signals and
systems, thus allowing exploration of their similarities and differences. Discussion of
applications is emphasized, and numerous worked examples are included. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Surf's Up theme on a large composition notebook with white paper inside, college-ruled, and
8.5" x 11". Perfect for school note taking, classroom instruction, and note passing! An excellent
tool to assist with your data collection needs. 100 pages. Great graphics on the cover. Enjoy!
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Digital Design: An Embedded Systems Approach Using Verilog provides a foundation in digital
design for students in computer engineering, electrical engineering and computer science
courses. It takes an up-to-date and modern approach of presenting digital logic design as an
activity in a larger systems design context. Rather than focus on aspects of digital design that
have little relevance in a realistic design context, this book concentrates on modern and
evolving knowledge and design skills. Hardware description language (HDL)-based design and
verification is emphasized--Verilog examples are used extensively throughout. By treating
digital logic as part of embedded systems design, this book provides an understanding of the
hardware needed in the analysis and design of systems comprising both hardware and
software components. Includes a Web site with links to vendor tools, labs and tutorials.
Presents digital logic design as an activity in a larger systems design context Features
extensive use of Verilog examples to demonstrate HDL (hardware description language) usage
at the abstract behavioural level and register transfer level, as well as for low-level verification
and verification environments Includes worked examples throughout to enhance the reader's
understanding and retention of the material Companion Web site includes links to tools for
FPGA design from Synplicity, Mentor Graphics, and Xilinx, Verilog source code for all the
examples in the book, lecture slides, laboratory projects, and solutions to exercises
This revised third edition presents the subject with the help of learning objectives (LO) guided
by Bloom's Taxonomy and supports outcome-based learning. It discusses concepts from
elementary to advanced levels with focus on mathematical preliminaries. Numerous solved
examples, algorithms, illustrations & usage of fictitious characters make the text interesting and
simple to read. Salient Features: Dedicated section on Elementary Mathematics Pseudo codes
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used to illustrate implementation of algorithm Includes new topics on Shannon's theory and
Perfect Secrecy, Unicity Distance and Redundancy of Language Interesting elements
introduced through QR codes - Solutions to select chapter-end problems (End of every
chapter) - 19 Proofs of theorems (Appendix Q) - Secured Electronic Transaction (Appendix R)
Enhanced Pedagogical Features: - Solved Examples: 260 - Exercises: 400 - Review
Questions: 200 - Illustration: 400
2G/GSM and 3G/UMTS are key mobile communication technologies, chosen by more than 2
billion people around the world. In order to adapt to new services, increasing demand for user
bandwidth, quality of service and requirements for network convergence, major evolutions are
introduced in 3G network standard. Evolved Packet System (EPS) presents the EPS evolution
of the 3G/UMTS standard introduced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
standard committee. This new topic is looked at from a system perspective, from the radio
interface to network and service architecture. Hundreds of documents being issued by
Standard organisations are summarised in one book to allow the reader to get an accessible
comprehensive view of EPS evolution. Proposes a system view of Evolved UMTS, from the
radio to Core and service architecture Gives a comprehensive and global view of the system
that technical specifications do not provide Describes the new system as well as the
inheritance and migration from 2G/GSM and 3G/UMTS Written by experts in the field who
specialise in two complementary but very different technical domains (i.e. "radio interface" and
"network architecture") Contains many figures and examples for better understanding. This
book is essential for industry professionals in the telecommunication business,
telecommunication system architects and designers, product manufacturers and operators and
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postgraduate students.
The book is designed to help the first year engineering students in building their concepts in
the course on Programming for Problem Solving. It introduces the subject in a simple and lucid
manner for a better understanding. It adopts a student friendly approach to the subject matter
with many solved examples and unsolved questions, illustrations and well-structured C
programs.
Praise for the First Edition . . . "A unique piece of work, a book for electronics engineering,
ingeneral, but well suited and excellently applicable also tobiomedical engineering . . . I
recommend it with no reservation,congratulating the authors for the job performed."
-IEEEEngineering in Medicine & Biology "Describes a broad range of sensors in practical use
and somecircuit designs; copious information about electronic components issupplied, a matter
of great value to electronic engineers. A largenumber of applications are supplied for each type
of sensordescribed . . . This volume is of considerableimportance."-Robotica In this new edition
of their successful book, renowned authoritiesRamon Pallàs-Areny and John Webster bring
you up to speed onthe latest advances in sensor technology, addressing both theexplosive
growth in the use of microsensors and improvements madein classical macrosensors. They
continue to offer the only combinedtreatment for both sensors and the signal-conditioning
circuitsassociated with them, following the discussion of a given sensorand its applications with
signal-conditioning methods for this typeof sensor. New and expanded coverage includes: *
New sections on sensor materials and microsensor technology * Basic measurement methods
and primary sensors for common physicalquantities * A wide range of new sensors, from
magnetoresistive sensors andSQUIDs to biosensors * The widely used velocity sensors, fiberPage 6/21
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optic sensors, andchemical sensors * Variable CMOS oscillators and other digital and
intelligentsensors * 68 worked-out examples and 103 end-of-chapter problems withannotated
solutions
This second edition of Data Structures Using C has been developed to provide a
comprehensive and consistent coverage of both the abstract concepts of data structures as
well as the implementation of these concepts using C language. It begins with a thorough
overview of the concepts of C programming followed by introduction of different data structures
and methods to analyse the complexity of different algorithms. It then connects these concepts
and applies them to the study of various data structures such as arrays, strings, linked lists,
stacks, queues, trees, heaps, and graphs. The book utilizes a systematic approach wherein
the design of each of the data structures is followed by algorithms of different operations that
can be performed on them, and the analysis of these algorithms in terms of their running times.
Each chapter includes a variety of end-chapter exercises in the form of MCQs with answers,
review questions, and programming exercises to help readers testtheir knowledge.
Signals and Systems is a comprehensive textbook designed for undergraduate students of
engineering for a course on signals and systems. Each topic is explained lucidly by introducing
the concepts first through abstract mathematical reasoning and illustrations, and then through
solved examples-

This book focuses on teaching probabilistic and statistical methods to upper-division
electrical and computer engineering (EECE) students. It is the result of over 20 years of
teaching this course in the rapidly changing environment of EECE education. In
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addition to being a readable and focused book for EECE students, the book is a
teachable book for EECE instructors with a variety of technical backgrounds. The first
part of the book, Chapters 1-3, contains fundamental probability material. The second
part, Chapters 4-7, presents applications and extensions based upon the first three
chapters. The four application chapters may be studied in any order, as they do not
depend on each other in any essential way.
"Where this book is exceptional is that the reader will not just learn how LTE works but
why it works" Adrian Scrase, ETSI Vice-President, International Partnership Projects
Following on the success of the first edition, this book is fully updated, covering the
latest additions to LTE and the key features of LTE-Advanced. This book builds on the
success of its predecessor, offering the same comprehensive system-level
understanding built on explanations of the underlying theory, now expanded to include
complete coverage of Release 9 and the developing specifications for LTE-Advanced.
The book is a collaborative effort of more than 40 key experts representing over 20
companies actively participating in the development of LTE, as well as academia. The
book highlights practical implications, illustrates the expected performance, and draws
comparisons with the well-known WCDMA/HSPA standards. The authors not only pay
special attention to the physical layer, giving an insight into the fundamental concepts of
OFDMA-FDMA and MIMO, but also cover the higher protocol layers and system
architecture to enable the reader to gain an overall understanding of the system. Key
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New Features: Comprehensively updated with the latest changes of the LTE Release 8
specifications, including improved coverage of Radio Resource Management RF
aspects and performance requirements Provides detailed coverage of the new LTE
Release 9 features, including: eMBMS, dual-layer beamforming, user equipment
positioning, home eNodeBs / femtocells and pico cells and self-optimizing networks
Evaluates the LTE system performance Introduces LTE-Advanced, explaining its
context and motivation, as well as the key new features including: carrier aggregation,
relaying, high-order MIMO, and Cooperative Multi-Point transmission (CoMP). Includes
an accompanying website containing a complete list of acronyms related to LTE and
LTE-Advanced, with a brief description of each
(http://www.wiley.com/go/sesia_theumts) This book is an invaluable reference for all
research and development engineers involved in implementation of LTE or LTEAdvanced, as well as graduate and PhD students in wireless communications. Network
operators, service providers and R&D managers will also find this book insightful.
Management and Entrepreneurship provides a complete overview of managerial
decision-making responsibilities and the role played by entrepreneurship in developing
an organization. Starting with the definition of management, the various facets of
managerial roles and a broad account of the history of development of management
thought, the book provides in-depth discussions on the nature, importance, and
purpose of planning. It elaborates further on the importance of organizing and staffing,
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and directing and controlling. The discussion moves on to introduce the concept of
entrepreneurship as a business development tool. Special emphasis is placed on
entrepreneurship in the Indian environment with detailed discussions on the
development of small-scale industry, the role of institutional support, and the
importance of preparation of projects for entrepreneurial ventures. The book lays
emphasis on simplified definitions and point-wise presentation of theoretical concepts.
By adopting an application-oriented approach, it also provides numerous real-life
examples, vivid illustrations, and inspirational case studies which play the dual role of
explaining concepts as well as instilling entrepreneurial zeal in students.
The book is written for an undergraduate course on the 8086 microprocessor and 8051
microcontroller. It provides comprehensive coverage of the hardware and software
aspects of 8086 microprocessor and 8051 microcontroller. The book is divided into
three parts. The first part focuses on 8086 microprocessor. It teaches you the 8086
architecture, instruction set, Assembly Language Programming (ALP), interfacing 8086
with support chips, memory, and peripherals such as 8251, 8253, 8255, 8259, 8237
and 8279. It also explains the interfacing of 8086 with data converters - ADC and DAC
and introduces a traffic light control system. The second part focuses on
multiprogramming and multiprocessor configurations, numeric processor 8087, I/O
processor 8089 and introduces features of advanced processors such as 80286,
80386, 80486 and Pentium processors. The third part focuses on 8051 microcontroller.
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It teaches you the 8051 architecture, instruction set, programming 8051 and interfacing
8051 with external memory. It explains timers/counters, serial port, interrupts of 8051
and their programming. It also describes the interfacing 8051 with data converters ADC and DAC, keyboards, LCDs, LEDs, stepper motors, and sensors.
This comprehensive and well-organized text discusses the fundamentals of electronic
communication, such as devices and analog and digital circuits, which are so essential
for an understanding of digital electronics. Professor Santiram Kal, with his wealth of
knowledge and his years of teaching experience, compresses, within the covers of a
single volume, all the aspects of electronics - both analog and digital - encompassing
devices such as microprocessors, microcontrollers, fibre optics, and photonics. In so
doing, he has struck a fine balance between analog and digital electronics. A
distinguishing feature of the book is that it gives case studies in modern applications of
electronics, including information technology, that is, DBMS, multimedia, computer
networks, Internet, and optical communication. Worked-out examples, interspersed
throughout the text, and the large number of diagrams should enable the student to
have a better grasp of the subject. Besides, exercises, given at the end of each
chapter, will sharpen the student's mind in self-study. These student-friendly features
are intended to enhance the value of the text and make it both useful and interesting.
The third edition of this popular text continues integrating basic concepts, theory,
design and real-life applications related to the subject technology, to enable holistic
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understanding of the concepts. The chapters are introduced in tune with the conceptual
flow of the subject; with in-depth discussion of concepts using excellent interfacing and
programming examples in assembly language Features: • Updated with crucial topics
like ARM Architecture, Serial Communication Standard USB • New and updated
chapters explaining 8051 Microcontrollers, Instruction set and Peripheral Interfacing
along with Project(s) Design • Latest real-life applications like Hard drives, CDs, DVDs,
Blue Ray Drives
This is a complete reference guide to automotive electrics and electronics. This new
edition of the definitive reference for automotive engineers, compiled by one of the
world's largest automotive equipment suppliers, includes new and updated material. As
in previous editions different topics are covered in a concise but descriptive way backed
up by diagrams, graphs, photographs and tables enabling the reader to better
comprehend the subject. This fifth edition revises the classical topics of the vehicle
electrical systems such as system architecture, control, components and sensors.
There is now greater detail on electronics and their application in the motor vehicle,
including electrical energy management (EEM) and discusses the topic of inter system
networking within the vehicle. It also includes a description of the concept of hybrid
drive a topic that is particularly current due to its ability to reduce fuel consumption and
therefore CO2 emissions.This book will benefit automotive engineers and design
engineers, automotive technicians in training and mechanics and technicians in
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garages. It may also be of interest to teachers/ lecturers and students at vocational
colleges, and enthusiasts.?

Designed as a textbook for the B.E./B.Tech. students of Electronics and
Communication Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, Biomedical
Engineering and Information Technology, this book provides the fundamental
concepts and applications of probability and random processes. Beginning with a
discussion on probability theory, the text analyses various types of random
processes. Besides, the text discusses in detail the random variables, standard
distributions, correlation and spectral densities, and linear systems. The topics
are dealt with in a well-organised sequence with proper explanations along with
simple mathematical formulations. KEY FEATURES : Gives concise and clear
presentation of the concepts. Provides a large number of illustrative examples
with step-by-step solutions to help students comprehend the concepts with ease.
Includes questions asked in university examinations for the last several years to
help students in preparing for examinations. Provides hints and answers to
unsolved problems. Incorporates chapter-end exercises to drill the students in
self-study.
Appropriate for one- or two-semester Advanced Engineering Mathematics
courses in departments of Mathematics and Engineering. This clear,
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pedagogically rich book develops a strong understanding of the mathematical
principles and practices that today's engineers and scientists need to know.
Equally effective as either a textbook or reference manual, it approaches
mathematical concepts from a practical-use perspective making physical
applications more vivid and substantial. Its comprehensive instructional
framework supports a conversational, down-to-earth narrative style offering easy
accessibility and frequent opportunities for application and reinforcement.
Spacecraft Power Technologies is the first comprehensive text devoted to the
technologies critical to the development of spacecraft electrical power systems.
The science and engineering of solar, chemical, and nuclear systems are fully
examined together with the constraints imposed by the space and thermal
environments in which the systems must operate. Details of present technology
and the history that led to the current state-of-the-art are presented at a level
appropriate for the student as a textbook or the practicing engineer as a
reference.
Market_Desc: Primary Market· VTU: 06ME71 Control Engineering 7th Sem/
EC/TC/EE/IT/BM/ML 06ES43 4th Sem· JNTU: ECE/EEE Control Systems 4th
Sem· Anna: ECE/EEE PTEC 9254/PTEE 9201 Control Systems 3rd Sem· UPTU
(ME)EEE-409 Electrical Machines & Automatic Control 4th Sem/ ECE/ETE/EEE
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EEC503/EEE502 Control Systems 5th Sem· Mumbai: ETE Principles of Control
System 5th Sem· BPUT ETE/EEE/ECE CPEE 5302 Control System Engineering
6th Sem· WBUT EE-503 Control System 5th Sem; EC-513 Control System 5th
Sem· RGPV EC-402 Control Systems, 4th Sem· PTU ECE/EIE/EEE IC-204
Linear Control System 4th Sem· GNDU ECE ECT-223 Linear Control System 4th
SemSecondary Market· BPUT:CPME 6403 Mechanical Measurement and
Control, 7th sem· RGPV: ME 8302 Mechatronics, 8th Sem elective· Anna:
PTME9035 measurement and controls, 8th Sem· UPTU: TME-028 Automatic
Controls, Elective 8th Sem· Mumbai: Mechatronics, 6th Sem· WBUT: ME 602
Mechatronics and Modern Control, 6th Sem Special Features: § The book
provides clear exposure to the principles of control system design and analysis
techniques using frequency and time domain analysis.§ Explains the important
topics of PID controllers and tuning procedures.§ Includes state space methods
for analysis of control system.§ Presents necessary mathematical topics such as
Laplace transforms at relevant places.§ Contains detailed artwork capturing
circuit diagrams, signal flow graphs, block diagrams and other important topics.§
Presents stability analysis using Bode plots, Nyquist diagrams and Root locus
techniques.§ Each chapter contains a wide variety of solved problems with
stepwise solutions.§ Appendices present the use of MATLAB programs for
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control system design and analysis, and basic operations of matrices.§ Model
question papers contain questions from various university question papers at the
end of the book.§ Excellent pedagogy includesü 520+ Figures and tablesü 200+
Solved problemsü 90+ Objective questionsü 100+ Review questionsü 70+
Numerical problems About The Book: Control Engineering is the field in which
control theory is applied to design systems to produce desirable outputs. It
essays the role of an incubator of emerging technologies. It has very broad
applications ranging from automobiles, aircrafts to home appliances, process
plants, etc. This subject gains importance due to its multidisciplinary nature, and
thus establishes itself as a core course among all engineering curricula. This
textbook aims to develop knowledge and understanding of the principles of
physical control system modeling, system design and analysis. Though the
treatment of the subject is from a mechanical engineering point of view, this book
covers the syllabus prescribed by various universities in India for aerospace,
automobile, industrial, chemical, electrical and electronics engineering disciplines
at undergraduate level.
This text applies object-oriented techniques to the entire software development
cycle.
This text succeeds in giving a practical introduction to the fundamentals,
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problems and techniques of the design and utilisation of optical fiber systems.
This edition retains all core features, while incorporating recent improvements
and developments in the field.
In this text performance measures, scheduling, real-time architectures, and
algorithms are treated, along with fault-tolerance technology. With "Real-Time
Systems", students will gain a deeper insight into the material through the use of
numerous exercises and examples. For instance, simple examples found in
Chapter 2 illustrate the differences between real-time and non-real-time systems.
WDM Technologies: Active Optical Components is an excellent resource for engineers
and researchers engaged in all aspects of fiber optics communication, such as,
optoelectronics, equipment/system design, and manufacturing. The book is also a
resource for graduate students and scholars interested in these rapidly growing fields.
Provides the reader with insight and understanding for key active optical components
frequently being / to be used in the optical communication systems, essential building
blocks of today's/next generation fiber optic networks Allows engineers working in
optical communication area, (from system to component) to understand the principle
and mechanics of each key component they deal with for optical system design Covers
different laser diodes as transmitter and pumping sources, different modulators, and
different photodetectors
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Now there is a comprehensive reference to provide tools on implementing an energy
audit for any type of facility. Containing forms, checklists and handy working aids, this
book is for anyone implementing an energy audit. Accounting procedures, rate of
return, analysis and software programs are included to provide evaluation tools for audit
recommendations. Technologies for electrical, mechanical and building systems are
covered in detail.
Despite the tremendous advances in performance enabled by modern architectures,
there are always new applications and demands arising that require ever-increasing
capabilities. Keeping up with these demands requires a deep-seated understanding of
contemporary architectures in concert with a fundamental understanding of basic
principles that allows one to anticipate what will be possible over the system's lifetime.
Advanced Computer Architectures focuses on the design of high performance
supercomputers with balanced coverage of the hardware, software structures, and
application characteristics. This book is a timeless distillation of underlying principles
punctuated by real-world implementations in popular current and past commercially
available systems. It briefly reviews the basics of uniprocessor architecture before
outlining the most popular processing paradigms, performance evaluation, and cost
factor considerations. This builds to a discussion of pipeline design and vector
processors, data parallel architectures, and multiprocessor systems. Rounding out the
book, the final chapter explores some important current and emerging trends such as
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Dataflow, Grid, biology-inspired, and optical computing. More than 220 figures, tables,
and equations illustrate the concepts presented. Based on the author's more than thirty
years of teaching and research, Advanced Computer Architectures endows you with
the tools necessary to reach the limits of existing technology, and ultimately, to break
them.
Written by experts actively involved in the 3GPP standards and product development,
LTE for UMTS, Second Edition gives a complete and up-to-date overview of Long Term
Evolution (LTE) in a systematic and clear manner. Building upon on the success of the
first edition, LTE for UMTS, Second Edition has been revised to now contain improved
coverage of the Release 8 LTE details, including field performance results, transport
network, self optimized networks and also covering the enhancements done in 3GPP
Release 9. This new edition also provides an outlook to Release 10, including the
overview of Release 10 LTE-Advanced technology components which enable reaching
data rates beyond 1 Gbps. Key updates for the second edition of LTE for UMTS are
focused on the new topics from Release 9 & 10, and include: LTE-Advanced; Self
optimized networks (SON); Transport network dimensioning; Measurement results.
This book is designed to help readers gain a basic understanding of semiconductor
devices and the physical operating principles behind them. This two-fold approach 1)
provides the user with a sound understanding of existing devices, and 2) helps them
develop the basic tools with which they can later learn about applications and the latest
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devices. The piece provides one of the most comprehensive treatments of all the
important semiconductor devices, and reflects the most current trends in the technology
and theoretical understanding of the devices. FEATURES/BENEFITS
*NEW--Thoroughly updated to reflect the most current trends in the technology and
theoretical understanding of devices. *NEW--Expanded description of silicon
Czochralski growth, wafer production, and vapor phase epitaxy (Ch. 1). *NEW--Clearer
discussion of chemical bonding, energy band formation and hole transport (Chs. 2, 3
and 4). *NEW--Consolidated coverage of p-n junction diodes and its applications (Ch.
5). *NEW--Greatly expanded/updated discussion of device fabrication processes (Ch. 5
and appendices). *NEW--Earlier discussion of MOS devices (Ch. complementary MOS
field effect transistors (MOSFETs) in integrated circuits today. *NEW--Major revision of
chapter on Field Effect Transistors (Ch. 6)--Both in the underlying theory as well as
discussion of a variety of short channel, high field and hot carrier effects in scaled, ultrasmall MOSFETs. Includes extensive discussions of the current-voltage and capacitancevoltage characteristics of these devices--and the information that can be gleaned from
such measurements. *NEW--Updated chapter on Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs)
(Ch. 7)--To reflect current technology. Describes higher-order effects (including the Kirk
effect and Webster effect); discusses the Gummel-Poon model (which is more
elaborate and physically more accurate than the Ebers-Moll model); and updates the
fabrication aspects of BJTs. *NEW--Consolidated coverage of optoelectronic devices in
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a single chapter (Ch. 8)--Brings the discussion of semiconductor lasers into the same
chapter as LEDs and detectors *Reflects the growing importance of optoelectronics.
*NEW--Updated coverage of integrated circuits (Ch. concerted shift to CMOS
applications, such as logic and memory integrated circuits. *NEW--A section on the
insulated gate bipolar transistor (Ch. 11)--A device that is gradually supplanting the
semiconductor-controlled rectifier. *NEW--Real data--Wherever feasible, replaces
idealized current-voltage and capacitance-voltage plots with real data.
Over the past 20 to 25 years, pattern recognition has become an important part of
image processing applications where the input data is an image. This book is a
complete introduction to pattern recognition and its increasing role in image processing.
It covers the traditional issues of pattern recognition and also introduces two of the
fastest growing areas: Image Processing and Artificial Neural Networks. Examples and
digital images illustrate the techniques, while an appendix describes pattern recognition
using the SAS statistical software system.
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